
 

NSW RIFLE ASSOCATION SANCTIONED, 

 1000 YARDS BENCHREST, 

UNGARIE OPEN PRIZE MEET, and 

SPENCER DUNSTAL OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP 

Ver: 

20230131 

COMPETITION 8th-9th APRIL 2023 

Held at the UNGARIE RIFLE CLUB RANGE, NSW.  
-33.640946, 146.998362, elevation approx. 320m ASL. 

Sponsored and hosted by the Ungarie Rifle Club. 
EVERY LICENSED SHOOTER WELCOME 

IT IS IMPORTANT EVERY ENTRANT UNDERSTANDS THESE EVENT DETAILS… 
 

This will be the first NSWRA sanctioned 1000 yards BR match, and it will be run by the very experience Ungarie 

Rifle Club and long time 1000 yard BR shooters and very qualified Range Officer to execute a great event for all.  

All shooters are in good hands.  All we ask, is for all shooters to work with the program schedule in a friendly and 

timely manner, shoot well, shoot safe and enjoy the meet. 

 

Weekend Outline:  

 - At the start of every competition day, shooters must sign in at the range prior to unpacking. 

 - Shooters licence, Safe storage, Spotting scopes, Eye & Ear protection, equipment, etc are your responsibility. 

 - Shooter licence must be current.  No P650s can be accommodated for this competition. 

 - Every shooter must have “T” genuine reason on their licence, and must be a member of a “peak body”. 

 - The event competition is shot in accordance with IBS 1000yards rules, and per the format set out in this flyer. 

 - The event range practices will be per the current NRAA SSRs and all range compliance approvals. 

 - All shooters will be responsible for their own equipment, including the use of personal wind flags (flag rules). 

 - Event is shot in details, relays and appointed to bench numbers.  This is allocated at registration. 

- Shooters must have their own display device for electronic targets (one will not be supplied). And, shooters  

  must have a way to charge the device throughout the weekend.  Each shooter must be self-sufficient. 

 - An ECI (Empty Chamber Indicator) is required for every rifle moving to and from the bench. 

 - Range Safety is a must – SAFETY FIRST, LAST AND ALWAYS. 

 

Range Outline:  

- The meet is shot on a fullbore gallery range with a fixed target line, target pits and boundary wind flags, etc. 

- Targets will be IBS 1000 faces, centres and aiming marks. 

- The event will be shot on electronic targets all weekend.  All shooters must have a tablet or other display device. 

- All shooting is done off portable benches.  Shooters may, and are encouraged to, bring their own bench. 

- The firing line is not permanently covered. The hosts will do their best to provide a covered firing line. 

   The hosts would greatly appreciate any covering that any shooter may bring to share. 

 - Hosts take zero responsibility for any problems caused by sun or weather.  Please come prepared and ready. 

- The range has 5 targets.  Accordingly, there are 5 shooters per relay.  (See event & match conduct below). 

- If an electronic target goes down, we will reshuffle respective shooters as best we can.  Let’s not shoot the ETs. 

- The firing line is gravel and reasonably level.  Please minimise dust around the area. 

 - No bench chairs are provided (most have their own preferred chair, and catering for all sizes is impossible). 

 - There is a comfortable club house very close to the 1000 yard line with flush toilets, etc.  There will be food,  

    tea, coffee, water, and it can be used for socialising, sleeping at night, etc. 

 - There is no power on the range.  Please ensure you have your energy needs sorted. 

- There are no permanent reloading facilities.  Please do not use the clubhouse for reloading due to fire safety, etc. 

 

Gun Classes: Note:  The range has a calibre limit of 8mm. 

Note:  Almost any, and every, rifle will fit into the two rifle categories.  Just have a go… 
 

 - Light Gun - 17lb max, 8mm max, 3” max fore-end, muzzle break permitted. All other roll into HG. 

     - Light Gun Champs will be contested over 3 targets, each of 5 record shots (15 record shots per champs). 

     - Light Guns with muzzle brakes will be squadded together as best possible. 

 

 - Open Gun - Unlimited mass, unlimited configuration, 8mm cal max, no muzzle break. 

     - Heavy Gun Champs will be contested over 2 targets, each of 10 record shots (20 record shots per champs). 

 

 



 

 

Event & Match Conduct: 

- Shooters will be squadded for the whole weekend.  It is critical that entrants nominate their details correctly. 

- After pre-nomination, all entrants will be emailed their shooter details (day, relay, bench #). 

- Roll up starts may be accommodated, pending availability of vacancies on the day. No promises of entry. 

- Due to electronic scoring, no ad-hoc or out of order live fire allowed.  Shooters must fire per their squadding. 

- Shooters must make their rotation and complete their live fire within time.  No additional time will be given. 

- Shooters may cross enter in both LG and HG, or shoot any of the classes they choose. 

- A trigger test must be performed during the preparation period, or before sighters take place. 

- Each shooter will shoot their first record target, then all shooters will cycle through again…per squadding. 

- Malfunctions will not incur an alibis live fire.  There will be no alibis or refires. 

- Any stuck live rounds must be brought to the Range Officer attention. 

- Any squib or barrel blockages must be brought to the Range Officer attention. 

- Any separated cases, where a portion is stuck in the rifle, must be brought to the Range Officer attention. 

- Each day will start with a safety brief that all shooters are to attend. 

 

The first firing for each shooter, each day: 

- Before the first relay for each shooter, “get on” shots will be fired by each shooter, with spotters watching, to 

  ensure shooters are on target.  The number of shots should be minimal depending on available time. 

 

Course of Fire: 

 - A detail of shooters will be called to the line, where setup may begin in a 6 minute preparation time. 

 - Each relay will be given a 6 minute sighting period, for competitors to fire an unlimited number of shots. 

 - During the sighting period, each shot will be individually shown on your display device. 

 - After the sighter period is complete, the sighting shots are cleared (a clean target on the display is shown). 

 - Within 1 minute of the sighting period, the record targets will be presented to the shooter. 

 - The 7 minute record period will begin, to fire the prescribed record shots (5 for LG, 10 for HG). 

 - Shooters may see their shots during the string on their display device. 

 - As each shooter finishes, they have their rifle cleared, insert an ECI (mandatory) then remove equipment. 

 

 

Cost per day:  Saturday or Sunday $35 per class, $45 for both. 

Cost for weekend:   $60 per class, $80 for both. 
 

If a shooter pays for 1 day, and decides to stay on, only the balance is due. 

This is only possible if there are firing vacancies available. 
 

Fees include a free basic BBQ sausage sizzle lunch both days.  Drinks and snacks extra. 

* * * PRE-NOMINATIONS ESSENTIAL – using https://www.trybooking.com/CFNVD * * * 

NOTE: BOOKING CLOSES 1st APRIL 2023 (post 1st April, must email for spots). 

NOTE 2: Online booking is preferred, but if you have any issues, please email us for options. 
Extra info on events details, etc, contact David Waters 

Tel: 0419 103 076 (pls SMS if no answer for a call back).      Email:  auselra@gmail.com 

* * * Note:  Organisers reserve the right to change the event or schedule without notice * * * 

 
Scoring: 

 - All matches are based on score, following group size for tie breaks. 

- Where a match is tied with score, the smallest group agg by match or championship will decide the tied score. 

- Each shooter will be required to save their string with their full name. 

Empty Chamber Indicators: 

- Every shooter for every rifle that is moving to and from the firing line must have and use an ECI. 

- The ECI must be of reasonable form, able to be seen at reasonable distances.  A piece of cord is not enough. 

- ECIs will be available at the shoot for $5ea. 

Wind Flags: 

- Fullbore type wind flags will be up erected along the range corridor. 

- Competitors may setup their own flags, provided typical BR flag rules are generally followed (sighting etc). 

- Like all equipment, hosts have no responsibility for any equipment, including flags, that may be damaged. 

Equipment Handling: 

- This is a gallery style range.  There is no fixed installation behind the firing line to store equipment, etc. 

- Shooters must be responsible and take appropriate care of their equipment, including storage, etc. 

- Please do not place equipment on the ground, except only temporarily. 

- There is no responsibility taken by the hosts if equipment is damaged in any way.  Bee responsible… 

 

 

 

https://www.trybooking.com/CFNVD


 

 
 

NOTE TO COMMERCIAL SUPPLIERS AND INDUSTRY 

All sellers, gunsmiths, trade, retailers and sellers are welcome to showcase their products and services at this 

meet.  Please provide all your own requirements to display you goods and services.  Your activity should not in 

any way impede the progress of the championships or consume valuable comfort space in the clubhouse, etc. 

Please be mindful of available space, appropriate room and clear unfettered access around the range proper. 

Any wishing to sponsor this event should contact the event director with your suggestion and offer. 

 
 

 

FRIDAY PRACTICE & SETUP DAY 
Open practice for all shooters and rifles. 

- Practice is only open to those involved in the championship event. 

- The more shooters using Friday, the better the weekend activity will go. 

- This will be self-organised and all shooters must work together fairly. 

- Shooters will be asked to offer a fair go for all shooters to rotate practice firing through the day. 

- Friday will start from early morning (ETA 10am), pending range setup being finished. 

- Friday range operations will cease roughly 5pm. 

- There are 2 cease fires, at 11am and 2pm, each for 1 hour, to allow competitors to attend to wind 

flags.  Arriving early to erect wind flags is appreciated. 

- Shooters must arrive at an appropriate time to ensure they get an opportunity for practice. 
 

Note: Sign on any time from Friday to complete registering your rifles and completing the equipment list. 

Shooters may complete the equipment list for each or all days, even if changing rifles on any of the days. 
 

SATURDAY 1000 BR UNGAIRE CHAMPIONSHIPS 
Event: - Both Gun Classes run consecutively based on shooter squadding.  Shooters may cross enter. 

- Event brief 8:30am.  All must be present. 

- FIRST RELAY STARTS 9am SHARP. 

Titles: UNGAIRE OPEN PRIZE MEET (for LG and HG classes) are: 

  - Highest Score aggregate Champion (based on score agg of targets in class). 

  - Smallest Group aggregate average Champion (based on agg average of targets in class). 

  - Highest individual target score (of all targets in class). 

  - Smallest individual target group (of all targets in class). 

Trophies:  NSWRA medals will be issued as follows for each Gun Class. 

 - Top 3 places for Highest Score Aggregate.  - Top 3 places for Smallest Group Aggregate 

 - Highest Individual Target Score   - Smallest Target Group 
 

 

SUNDAY 1000 SPENCER DUNSTALL OPEN CHAMPIONSHIPS 
Event: - Both Gun Classes run consecutively based on shooter squadding.  Shooters may cross enter. 

- Event brief 8:30am.  All must be present. 

- FIRST RELAY STARTS 9am SHARP. 

Titles: SPENSER DUNSTALL CHAMPIONSHPS (for LG and HG Classes) are: 

  - Highest Score aggregate Champion (based on score agg of targets in class). 

  - Smallest Group aggregate average Champion (based on agg average of targets in class). 

  - Highest individual target score (of all targets in class). 

  - Smallest individual target group (of all targets in class). 

Trophies:  NSWRA medals will be issued as follows for each Gun Class. 

 - Top 3 places for Highest Score Aggregate.  - Top 3 places for Smallest Group Aggregate 

 - Highest Individual Target Score   - Smallest Target Group 

 

Note, there are no combined LG and HG trophies or titles during these championships.  Likewise, there is no combined 

Sat and Sun aggregate trophies. 

 

Range Open Times: 

- The range is open Friday for live fire during daylight hours. 

 - Saturday and Sunday championship matches start at 9:00am. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Map To Range:  -33.640946, 146.998362, elevation approx. 320m ASL. 

Range located along “Rifle Range Access” road, Ungarie NSW 2669. 

 Note: turnoff to the north off Lake Road, travel approx. 1km. 

Rifle Range Access road is a dirt road.  Please drive appropriately and consider neighbours. 

  

 
 

 

Meals: 

- Breakfast Saturday.  Please indicate on the nomination form if you wish to be buy a $5 B&E sandwich. 

- Lunch Sat and Sun.  Free basic and light BBQ sausage sandwich to all involved in the championship.  Lunch 

window will be from 11:30am until 1:30pm.  All shooters should have plenty of time during this 2 hour 

window to get their lunch and be ready for any coming relay… 

- Dinner.  Self to organise.  Pubs and clubs in town and nearby. 

 

Accommodation: is available around Ungarie town, and other surrounding towns.  Suggest you first try: 

 

Ungarie – Central Hotel.  Wollongough St. 

Ungarie – Ungarie Pines Motel.  Merrengreen Rd. 

Ungarie – Ungarie Show Ground, Camp Rd, is caravan and camping friendly with power, showers and toilets, 

approx. $15pn.  Suggest to call well ahead. 
 

Range Camping - Very rustic camping on range for “free” – come fully self-sufficient.  Campers will be allowed to share 

the range BBQ for their dinner needs after the close of day proceedings.  Please do not use the range BBQ during the day.  

There is rain water in the tanks that may be suitable for general use.  There is flush toilets in the clubhouse.  No showers. 

 

Weather Warning:  The Ungarie range is situated in farm area, and rain fall can cause range access issues.  For safety 

reasons, we will implement a wet weather warning that shooting may be postponed or cancelled in the event of heavy 

weather (a full refund will be given).  We’ll do our best to stay up to date with weather in the weeks leading into the 

event, and forecasts through the event.  Please be sure you provide an email address so all shooters can receive event 

updates. 

 

Updates:  This event and the details of the event may change.  If you are registered, you’ll be updated accordingly.  If 

you are interested in this event and not registered, please feel free to email auselra@gmail.com for a current information. 

 

* * * 1000 Yards Benchrest, Ungarie NSW, 8-9 April 2023 * * * 

 

 

mailto:auselra@gmail.com

